A Moving Child is a Learning Child
Chinese (simplified character)

ABC Ready for School
Chinese (simplified character)

Accept and Value Each Person
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character) -

Advancing Differentiation (First Edition)
Arabic

Advancing Differentiation (Revised & Updated)
Chinese (simplified character)

Balanced Teacher Path
Chinese (simplified character)

Be Careful and Stay Safe
Chinese (simplified character) -

Be Confident in Who You Are
Korean

Be Honest and Tell the Truth
Chinese (simplified character) -
Vietnamese/English Bilingual

Be Polite and Kind
Chinese (simplified character) -

Be Positive!
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character)
Hungarian

Bedtime
Arabic
French

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Vietnamese

**Bounce Back!**

Arabic

Chinese (simplified character)

Hungarian

**Building Character with True Stories from Nature**

French

French

Serbian

Slovene

Spanish

**Building Strong Writers in Middle School**

French

**Bully Free Classroom® OOP**

French

**Bullying is a Pain in the Brain**

Chinese (simplified character)

Romanian

Turkish

**Bye-Bye Time**

Arabic

French

Hungarian

Vietnamese

**Calm-Down Time**

Arabic

French

Turkish

Vietnamese

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Rights Sold as of May 2020 by Title

Clean-Up Time
Arabic
French
Vietnamese

Cliques, Phonies, & Other Baloney
Chinese (simplified character)
Turkish

Cliques, Phonies, & Other Baloney (Revised & Updated)
French

Coasting Casey
Chinese (simplified character)

Cool Down and Work Through Anger
Chinese (simplified character)
Turkish
Vietnamese/English Bilingual

Diapers Are Not Forever Board Book
Chinese (complex character)
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified
French
Hungarian
Vietnamese

Differentiating Instruction in the Regular Classroom Anniversary Edition
Arabic

Doing and Being Your Best
Chinese (simplified character)

Don't Behave Like You Live in a Cave
Chinese (simplified character)
Romanian

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Turkish

**Dream On!**

Arabic

**Dude, That's Rude!**

Chinese (simplified character)

Dutch

Korean

Turkish

**Everyday Leadership**

Arabic

**Everyday Leadership Cards OOP**

Arabic

**Everything a New Elementary Teacher REALLY Needs to Know (But Didn't Learn in College)**

French

**Feel Confident!**

Arabic

Chinese (simplified character)

Hungarian

**Feet Are Not for Kicking Board Book**

Chinese (complex character)

Chinese (simplified character)

English/Chinese Simplified

Slovene

Thai

Vietnamese

**Fighting Invisible Tigers (Revised & Updated Third Edition)**

French

Korean

Vietnamese

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Forgive and Let Go!
Arabic

Germs Are Not for Sharing Board Book
Chinese (complex character)
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified
Thai

Germs Are Not for Sharing Board Book
Vietnamese

Germs Are Not for Sharing paperback
Chinese (simplified character)
Greek
Greek
Korean
Portuguese

Get Organized Without Losing It
Chinese (simplified character)
French
Korean
Turkish
Vietnamese

French

Korean

GLBTQ OOP
Japanese

Grow Strong!
Arabic

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
**Rights Sold as of May 2020 by Title**

**Hands Are Not for Hitting (Revised & Updated)**
- Chinese (simplified character)
- Greek
- Korean
- Portuguese
- Turkish

**Hands Are Not for Hitting Bilingual PB**
- Spanish

**Hands Are Not for Hitting Board Book**
- Chinese (complex character)
- Chinese (simplified character)
- English/Chinese Simplified
- Slovene
- Thai
- Vietnamese

**Have Courage!**
- Arabic
- Chinese (simplified character)
- Hungarian

**Helping Out and Staying Safe**
- Chinese (simplified character)

**How Rude!® (1st Edition) OOP**
- Spanish

**How Rude!® (Revised & Updated)**
- Chinese (simplified character)

**How to Do Homework Without Throwing Up (First Edition)**
- Vietnamese

**How to Do Homework Without Throwing Up (Revised & Updated Edition)**
- Chinese (simplified character)

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Turkish

**How to Take the Ache Out of Mistake**

Czech

**How to Take the Grrrr Out of Anger (1st Edition)**

French

**How to Take the Grrrr Out of Anger (Revised & Updated Edition)**

Chinese (simplified character)

French

Hungarian

Korean

Spanish

Turkish

**I Can Play It Safe**

Chinese (simplified character)

Turkish

**I'm Happy-Sad Today**

Korean

Thai

**Join In and Play**

Arabic

Chinese (simplified character) -

Vietnamese/English Bilingual

**Kid's Guide to Service Projects (Updated 2nd Edition)**

French

**Know and Follow Rules**

Vietnamese/English Bilingual

**Know and Follow Rules**

Chinese (simplified character) -

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Knowing and Doing What's Right
Chinese (simplified character)

Listen and Learn
Chinese (simplified character) - Vietnamese/English Bilingual

Listening Time
Arabic
French
Vietnamese

Loving to Learn
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character)

Making Choices and Making Friends
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character)

Making Every Day Count
Korean

Making Every Day Count - OOP
Serbian

Making the Most of Today
Korean - English bilingual

Manners Time
Arabic
French
Vietnamese

Me and You and the Universe
Chinese (simplified character)

Mealtime
Arabic

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
French
Hungarian

**Mindful Classrooms**
French

**Mindful Classrooms poster**
French

**Mindfulness in a Jar®**
French

**Move, Play, and Learn with Smart Steps**
Chinese (simplified character)
German
Korean

**Naptime**
Arabic
French
Vietnamese

**New Bully Free Classroom®**
Malay (Bahasa Melayu)

**No Kidding About Bullying**
German

**No Kidding About Bullying (revised & updated)**
French

**Nobody!**
Chinese (simplified character)
Dutch
Korean
Portuguese
Slovene
Turkish

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Rights Sold as of May 2020 by Title

**Noses Are Not for Picking**
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified

**Noses Are Not for Picking**
French
Vietnamese

**On Those Runaway Days**
Chinese (simplified character)

**On-the-Go Time**
Arabic
French

**Pacifiers Are Not Forever Board Book**
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified
French
Hungarian
Vietnamese

**Penelope Perfect**
Chinese (simplified character)

**People Who Care About You**
Chinese (simplified character)

**Principal's Survival Guide**
Korean

**Proud to Be You**
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character)

**Quick and Lively Classroom Activities OOP**
French

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Rights Sold as of May 2020 by Title

**Rage** (Real Teen Voices Series)
Albanian

**Reach Out and Give**
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character) -

**Real Friends vs. the Other Kind**
Korean

**Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Change**
Chinese (complex character)
Chinese (simplified character)

**Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Character**
Chinese (simplified character)
Korean

**Respect and Take Care of Things**
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character) -
Vietnamese/English Bilingual

**Respect OOP**
Russian

**RTI Success**
French

**See You Later, Procrastinator!**
Chinese (simplified character)
Dutch
French
Turkish

**Self-Regulation in the Classroom**
Chinese (simplified character)

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Share and Take Turns
Chinese (simplified character) -
Vietnamese/English Bilingual

Sharing Time
Arabic
French
Vietnamese

Siblings
Chinese (simplified character)
Dutch
Romanian
Turkish

Smart Ways to Spend Your Time
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character)

Smarts! Everybody’s Got Them
Chinese (complex character)

Sometimes When I’m Sad
Chinese (simplified character)

Speak Up and Get Along!
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character)

Speak Up and Get Along! (Revised & Updated)
Romanian

Stand Tall!
Arabic

Stand Up to Bullying (Formerly Bystander Power)
Chinese (simplified character)
Danish

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Turkish

**Stick Up for Yourself! (Revised 3rd Edition)**

Hungarian

**Stick Up for Yourself! (revised)**

Romanian

**Stress Can Really Get on Your Nerves!**

Chinese (simplified character)

Russian

**Stress Can Really Get on Your Nerves! (Revised & Updated)**

French

**Survival Guide for Kids with ADD or ADHD (1st Edition) OOP**

Romanian

**Survival Guide for Kids with ADHD (Revised Updated)**

Arabic

French

**Survival Guide for Kids with ASD**

Czech

Danish

Hungarian

**Survival Guide for Kids with Behavior Challenges (Revised & Updated)**

Arabic

**Survival Guide for Kids with LD (Revised and Updated)**

Czech

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Rights Sold as of May 2020 by Title

**Survival Guide for Money Smarts**
Chinese (simplified character)
French/English Bilingual
Japanese
Korean

**Survival Guide for Physical Disabilities & Challenges**
Danish

**Survival Guide for School Success**
Arabic
Czech
Serbian

**Survival Guide Making and Being Friends**
Czech
Korean
Russian

**Tails Are Not for Pulling Board Book**
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified
French
Thai
Vietnamese

**Tails Are Not for Pulling Paperback**
Chinese (simplified character)
Greek

**Talk and Work It Out**
Chinese (simplified character) -
Vietnamese/English Bilingual

**Talk With Teens About What Matters to Them**
Albanian

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Teaching Gifted Kids in the Regular Classroom (revised)
French (excluding France)

Teaching Gifted Kids in Today's Classroom
Croatian

Teaching Kids to Be Confident, Effective Communicators
French

Teaching Kids with Learning Difficulties in the Regular Classroom
Malay (Bahasa Melayu)
Serbian

Teaching Kids with Learning Difficulties in Today's Classroom (Revised & Updated)
Chinese (complex character)
French (excluding France)

Teaching Kids with Mental Health & Learning Disorders in the Regular Classroom
Croatian
German
Serbian

Teaching Young Gifted Children in the Regular Classroom
French

Teen Guide to Global Action
Korean

Teeth Are Not for Biting Board Book
Chinese (complex character)
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified
French
Slovene
Thai
Turkish
Vietnamese

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Tessie Tames Her Tongue
Turkish

Too Old for This, Too Young for That! (Updated 2nd Edition) OOP
Vietnamese

True or False? Tests Stink!
Chinese (simplified character)
Turkish
Vietnamese

Try and Stick with It
Chinese (simplified character) -

Understand and Care
Arabic
Chinese (simplified character) -
Vietnamese/English Bilingual

Voices Are Not for Yelling Board Book
Chinese (complex character)
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified
French

Voices Are Not for Yelling Paperback
Chinese (simplified character)
French
French/English Bilingual
Greek
Portuguese

Waiting is Not Forever PB
Greek

We Can Get Along (2nd Edition)
Turkish

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Weird Series- Dare!
Chinese (simplified character)
Indonesian
Korean
Portuguese
Russian
Slovene
Turkish
Vietnamese

Weird Series- Tough!
Chinese (simplified character)
Indonesian
Korean
Portuguese
Russian
Slovene
Turkish
Vietnamese

Weird Series- Weird!
Chinese (simplified character)
Indonesian
Korean
Portuguese
Russian
Slovene
Turkish
Vietnamese

What Do You Really Want? (Revised & Updated Edition)
Korean

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Rights Sold as of May 2020 by Title

Russian
Vietnamese

What in the World Do You Do When Your Parents Divorce?

Japanese

What on Earth Do You Do When Someone Dies?

Korean

What to Do When Good Enough Isn't Good Enough

Hungarian
Korean

What to Do When You're Cranky & Blue

Korean

What to Do When You're Scared & Worried

French
Korean

Romanian

When I Feel Afraid

Vietnamese/English Bilingual

When I Feel Afraid

Chinese (simplified character) -

When Nothing Matters Anymore (Revised & Updated Edition)

Czech

Words Are Not for Hurting Bilingual PB

Spanish

Words Are Not for Hurting Board Book

Chinese (complex character)
Chinese (simplified character)
English/Chinese Simplified
Slovene
Thai

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Vietnamese

**Words Are Not for Hurting Paperback**
Chinese (simplified character)
Greek
Korean
Turkish

**Words Wound**
Chinese (simplified character)
French
Russian

**Worries Are Not Forever PB**
Chinese (simplified character)
Greek
Portuguese

**You're Smarter Than You Think (Revised & Updated)**
Arabic
Chinese (complex character)
Romanian
Russian
Vietnamese

**Zach Apologizes**
Chinese (simplified character)
Greek
Turkish

**Zach Gets Frustrated**
Greek
Turkish

**Zach Hangs In There**
Greek

For more information please contact rights@freespirit.com
Turkish

**Zach Makes Mistakes**

Greek

**Zach Stands Up**

Greek